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INTRO Ducrr ON
The Caribou-Poker Creek Research Watershed began as an Alaskan inter-agency
effort in 1969. As more data becomes accumulated, as more hydrologic anal-
ysis is accomplished and as a greater variety of activities are carried out
on the watershed, there is a need to understand the complete hydrologic sys-
tem of the watershed. This report describes the development of a general
hydrologic system model which describes the runoff occurrence on the water-
shed. The model will provide a basis upon which to make comparative obser-
vations, to suggest changes in·the model structure and to point out further
measurement needs. A conceptual model study such as this work should not
be thought of as a final answer to all systems analysis within the watershed
or even the most desirable answer in many cases. There is a definite need,
howeve r, for a conceptual model because of the vari ety of acti viti es and
investigators, many of which do not have a complete understanding of the
whole system. A complete and flexible conceptual model provides a conven-
ient focal point for all types of investigators, regardless of their back-
ground and interest in the overall system.
The Caribou-Poker Creek Research Watershed is located approximately 25 miles
northwest of Fairbanks, Alaska. It is about 40 square miles in size and
covers a variety of terrain which is typical of Interior Alaska. Other de-
tails concerning this watershed may be found in Slaughter (1971). Results
of hydrologic data to date has been primarily data collection and reporting
(Slaughter, 1972).
The model as it is offered in this report is not intended to be a complete
study of conceptual watershed modeling. Rather, the intention is to illus-
trate the derivation of a conceptual model and illustrate how it is applied




The description of a conceptual watershed model should begin with the defi-
I
nition of the term "model": A representation of real fact by something which
contains essential realism but is not real in itself. An important corol-
lary inherent in this definition is that any model of the watershed, short
of the watershed itself, must be a simplification of the natural processes
operating th.erein. It follows, therefore, that any model must result in an
inaccurate description of the exact watershed processes. A compromise must
be achieved between undue complexity and a loss of understanding and undue
simplification and the loss of realistic representation.
Modeling activities in hydrology can occur in a variety of fashions, depen-
ding on the intent of the investigator. For example, a simple graph of two
variables is a graphic model of a process which relates the variables to
each other. Any procedure which uses equations, graphs or tables are models
of a real process.
In recent years in the hydrologic sciences field, the term "model" has come
to mean a relatively realistic representation of either some component of
the hydrologic system or the entire hydrologic system as a whole; usually
represented by equations and calculated and carried out on a digital com-
puter. The term "conceptual watershed modeling" has come to mean those
activities which purport to model, simulate, or explain the simultaneous
activity of several components of a hydrologic system such as a watershed.
The purposes of most modeling activities are several-fold. They can be used
to forecast or predict some outc::ome of the system based on measured inputs;
to learn about the internal mechanisms of the system; to understand the re-
lationships between the various components of the system; and, to obtain an
accurate simulation of the system which will not be used to solve problems
directly related to the system itself but upon which other problems depend.
An example of the latter is tracing a pollutant through the watershed sys-
tem. The uses of a model are important. They should be specified when de-
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ve10ping the model as the usefulness and context will rely on the specified
use. The potency of computer analysis has made possible the great expansion
in the power of conceptual modeling in hydrology. It has also made possible
a great amount of foolishness and unreliability if the modeling activity is
not undertaken with a great deal of care.
Possible difficulties in a modeling activity have been summarized by
Amorocho and Hart (1964) as follows:
1. Errors in reporting data.
2. Effects of lumping; that is, putting together phenomena in
one package which are in effect distributed in nature ..
3. Imperfecti ons in the structure of the model; imprecise or
incorrect specifi cati ons for the connecti ons between the vari ous
components.
4. The non-uniqueness of the simulation process.
The last factor relates to the dilemma which faces any modeling effort.
Although one may achieve a good match to the objective function, (matching
calculated runoff to observed runoff) there may be a number of other ar-·
rangements which would give equally good results but which would be quite
di fferent.
The advent of large digital computers in the early 1960's gave rise to a
wide variety of modeling activities in hydrology. The present state of the
art covers many models, some of which are meant to comprehend only a small
part of the hydrologic system and some of which encompass its entire range,
including atmospheric and oceanographic aspects. They also range in detail
from a relatively simple model encompassing one or two parameters and one
or two components to comprehensive models which attempt to realistically
simulate the cOfflJ1ete physical system of a watershed. This report will not
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attel11lt to sUll1l1arize the many different modeling activities which have been
undertaken, in recent years. For a SUll1l1ary, the reader is referred to
l ins ley (l971) .
. The various hydrologic models may be classified as analytical models, para-
metric models or physically based models. The analytic models are primarily
mathematical configurations which concentrate on a general input-output
analysis for one or more portions of the hydrologic system. Usually strict
attention to the physical base is not important. Parametric models are
those which attempt to establish a stronger physical basis for the structure
and makeup of the model but which are still seriously compromised in terms
of realistically interpreting the entire natural system. Physically based
models attempt to model portions of the complete hydrologic system by solv-
ing the hydrodynamic equation for fluid motion. Their most serious drawback
is the need for relatively accurate specifications of the boundary condi-
tions in order to obtain good results. These models tend to lead to a pro-
liferation of parameters that are difficult to understand and interpret.
A1though there are a number of cri teri a for good models, there are two whi ch
will lead to reasonably good results. The first is a faithful adherance. to
the principle of parsimony. This can be stated in many ways but is probab-
ly best exemplified by Box and Jenkins (1970). They argue very eloquently
for models which view parameters which lend themselves to ease of identifi-
cation and estimation and to checking the model for continual readjustment
of the parameters. O'Donnell, et ~.(J970) have made the same argument in
hydrologic modeling and have illustrated the· use of parsimony very well.
Other criteria for forming a good model have been advanced by Dawdy and
O'Donnell (1964) who argue that 'a useful model should have a basis in phys-
ical reality. That is, although we may decide not to faithfully model the
entire complexity of a physical system, we should have a physical basis for
our mathematical equations.
Before closing this section, mention must be made of a difficult problem in
modeling activity.
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An important and difficult problem in current hydrologic conceptual model-
ing efforts is that of properly estimating the vari ous parameters; the
numbers which cause the model to operate in a given fashion. There are
essentially two parts to this problem. The first is a proper specification
of criteria on which to base an estimate. This includes the decision of
when the best estimate is obtained. The second is a proper and efficient
method leading to the most appropriate choice or optimum choice of the
parameters as indicated by the criteria function. There has been a pro-
liferation of literally dozens of optimization procedures, as they are
called. some of which are applicable to hydrologic modeling. The Caribou-
Poker Creek model uses a crude but effective method. Amore complete ex-
planation is included later.
In summary then, it can be said that computer modeling,of watersheds pre-
sents many advantages along with a great deal of potential difficulty.,
There have been errors committed on both si des. Traditi onal hydrologists
have ignored, for the most part, computerized efforts and have continued
to use classical, more cumbersome methods because of distrust or misunder-
standing of conceptual models. On the other hand. many of the conceptual
modelers have become overeager in their application and have caused results
which are often quite misleading. Perhaps the spirit and philosophy with
which a modeler enters a modeling activity is as important as the details
of the numerical result. If the 110deler constantly keeps in mind that any
model, no matter how simple, is not simple enough and consciously strives
for a compromise between the two, success will likely be the result.
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THE CARIBOU-POKER CREEK WATERSHED MODEL - GENERJlJ. CONSIDERATIONS
The essential feature of a model of a physical system is made up of two
parts - its structure and its components. The structure of a model refers
to that property which denotes how things are related to one another, both
the means by which they are related and which components are connected to
which others. The structure of the Caribou-Poker Creek watershed model is
indicated in Figure 1. The component aspect of the model refers to that
characteristic which describes how the individual features of the model
operate and to the rules by which they relate to other components of the
model. Thus, in order to completely understand a model, we must both un-
derstand its structure and components. Any model, of course, is incomplete
or inoperable without some kind of external input which makes the model go,
causes it to deviate from average values or acts as an excitation function.
The model itself can be easily derived and indicated by a series of schema-
tic diagrams and equations. However, in almost every case, to carry out
the computational effort, resort must be made to the digital computer. Ob-
servation of the model is accomplished through observing the various states
of the components. In this case, ~he measure of each component is the
amount of water stored within it. They are refered to as the storage com-
ponents. The components are regulated by the parameters of the model. They
also may be thought of as the way we tune the model to relate the input as
we perceive it to the output as we would like to have it. The final feature
of the modeling is the estimation of the parameters. The estimation pro-
cedure refers to 'the selection of the several parameters in such a fashion
so as to achieve a desirable correlation between the calculated output of
the model and the measured output of the watershed. The usual output of
interest is the streamflow.
A conceptual watershed model can be best understood by application to actual
data. Since this is the intent and overall objective of the report, each of
the above mentioned factors will be described in turn. The next section
descri bes the cons i derati ons and process by whi ch the vari ous factors i nter-
play in the development of the model.
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Figure 1: A Schematic Diagram of the Caribou-Poker Creek Watershed Model.
APPLICATION OF THE COMPUTER MODEL TO THE CARIBOU-POKER CREEK WATERSHED
•... ----
The philosophy and the current status of the' modeling art in hydrology have
been describedi n the previ ous secti on. As pointed out , model development
activity is a many faceted operation and is not entirely automatic. Rather,
it involves a great deal of decision-making on the part of the modeler and
must be done with a view of the objective to be accomplished with the tools
and data at hand. For example, it is infeasible to proceed with a very com-
plex model when only a very limited data structure is available to verify
the model. Also, if there is little interest on the part of the users for
the complex model, it may be more appropriate to proceed with a much more
simplified model. This section will show, by way of application and example,
the development of a conceptual model for the Caribou-Poker Creek watershed.
Each portion of the model will be explained in turn.
The modeling activfty for the Caribou-Poker Creek watershed should be con-
sidered as an experimental initial effort. A compromise is achieved be-
tween an extremely sophisticated model and a very simple one. The end cre-
ation, of course, is a computer program which contains the specification
of the structure of the model, the specification of the components, how
they relate to each other, and how they relate to the input and the out-
put. Because computer programming has become rather commonplace in many, en-
gineering and scientific organizations and because each organization chooses
(because of inherent limitations in their own computer capability) to re-
structure a program, an emphasis on a rigorous presentation of the program
was not made. Rather, the flow diagram of t.he computer program is presen-
ted in Appendix B in sufficient detail to be followed by a competent pro-
grammer. The FORTRAN program used in the experimental effort is presented
in Appendix C.
The remainder of this section wi 11 discuss, in turn, each of the components
of the model: the input, the structure of the model, the parameters, and
the output.
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COMPONENTS OF THE MODEL
Each of the components of the mode 1 represents a storage of water and cer-
tain rules for input into the component and release from it. These are
indicated in the schematic diagram of Figure 1, in the computer flow dia-
gram of Appendix B, and the FORTRAN Program itself. The storage compon-
ents of the model are: surface storage, channel storage, groundwater
storage, and soil moisture storage.
The surface storage component is the first part of the model which comes in
contact with the primary driving force, precipitation. The surface storage
component receives input from precipitation and has output to three sources;
vi a evaporati on to the atmosphere, vi a output to the ch anne1 component, and
via output to the soil moisture component. There is provision for input
from the soil moisture component when conditions are such that the soil be-
comes saturated and moisture can flow back into the surface component. As
seen in the computer flow diagram in Appendix B, the surface storage does
not accumulate any storage but receives each days precipitation and dis-
tributes it either to the channel flow or directly to the soil moisture
according to the specified rules. It also allows evaporation to the atmo-
sphere when water is available in the surface component on a given day.
"The channel storage component in conjunction with the surface component
makes up the primary runoff reaction to an intense storm while the other
two components, the soil moisture and groundwater act on a longer term
basi s. "The pri mary "feature, therefore, of the channel storage component,
is short term retention storage and rapid release capability.
The channel component receives water from the surface component and distrib-
utes it to the direct output register of the model. It thus forms the pri-
mary response to intense preci pitati on.
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The groundwater storage component of the model plays an important role in
---determining the long term response to the basin. It is responsible for part
of the well known recession curve of watershed streamflow. It receives
input from the·soi1 moisture block, has possible control on the soil mois-
ture block and provides a direct output to the direct output register of the
model in conjunction with the channel component.
The soil moisture component plays a critical role in the operation of the
watershed process. It is also the most difficult and complex to measure
and to describe by analytic equations. The Caribou-Poker Creek model treats
the soil moisture on a very simple basis. This component receives input
from the surface block during periods of precipitation and from the ground-
water block under certain conditions. It has output via transpiration
which. is in turn controlled by the potential evapotranspiration. It also
provides output to .the groundwater block under certain conditions. Thus,
the soil moisture component plays a critical role in the operation of the
model. It determines the rate and amount of water whi ch is removed from
direct surface runoff and provides a mechanism for water to leave the basin
vi a transpi rati on.
INPUTS TO THE MODEL
The primary input of interest is precipitation. In the application used
here, the rainfall amount has been measured at several gauges within the
watershed. Precipitation for the period of time for which the model has
been applied is indicated in Appendix A. Another important input to the
model is that of potential evapotranspiration (the rate at which evapo-
transpiration would proceed if sufficient water were available to all
processes within the watershed). The potential evapotranspiration rate
is calculated by the well-known Penman method and is also tabulated in
Appendi x A.
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STRUCTURE OF THE MOOEL
The structure·of the model is an important feature of any modeling exer-
cise. It is expressed in this model primarily through the computer program
and provides the way in which the various components act with each other,
wi th the input and the way in whi ch they provi de the output from the mode 1.
The structure of the model is indicated by the schematic diagram in Figure
1.
PARAMETERS
As explained in the previous section, the parameters provide the investiga-
tor a means of specifying how the model is to operate once the appropriate
components and structures have been set up. The parameters.may be thought
of as the "control knobs" of the model and should not be confused with the
storage amounts in the various components. The Caribou-Poker Creek model
as reported here is operated by six parameters as follows:
1. FINF, the soil infiltration rate, X(l), [day-I];
2. FSTOR, the channel runoff rate constant, X(2), [day-I];
3. FGRNO, the groundwater runoff rate constant, X(3), [day-I];
4. TSURF, the threshhold surface storage, X(4), [million ft 3];
5. TSOIL, the soil threshhold storage, X(S), [million ft3]; and
6. TGRND, the groundwater threshhold storage, X(6), [million ft 3 ].
Intertwined with the problem of specifying the operating parameters is that
of gauging the parameter values which are the most appropriate or optimum
to satisfy a certain criteria. This leads to need of specifying the objec-
tive criteria for choosing the appropriate values of the parameters.
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Perhaps the most important and difficult problem in current hydrologic mod-
eling efforts is properly estimating the various parameters. There are es---
, ,
sentiallytwo parts to this problem: the proper specification of criteria;
and the choice -of an efficient method of proceeding to the optimum specified
criteria. There has been a proliferation of dozens of optimization proced-
ures, as they are called, some of which are applicable to hydrologic model-
ing. We have chosen a method which, although crude, is quite effective.
The objective function used here is a comparison between the computed
streamflow and that observed and recorded by measurements in the field.
The objective function, U, is given by
N
U = L [(Observed f10w)i - (calculated flOW)iF (1)
i =1
where U equals the desired objective function, i indicafes the day, and N
indicates the number of days which the function is computed. The estima-
tion procedure attempts to make U.as small as possible.
The estimation procedure used in selecting the optimum set of parameters
for the model and for the data for which the model was app1 ied is quite
straightforward. The procedure selects a given set of values of the six
parameters, calculates the total objective function as given in Equation
1 and records it for future reference. The set of six parameter values,
then, is moved to a new set of parameter values where a new objective func-
tion is calculated. Since there are six variables, fifteen combinations of
variables, taken two at a time: exist. If a range of five values for each
variable are calculated, a total of 375 computation runs must be made
throughout the entire data series, or, approximately 26,000 days of calcu-
lation for each set of estimation procedures. Although this seems to indi-
cate that the method is rather cumbersome, it really is quite efficient as
a great deal of computer programming time does not have to be spent on a
sophisticated method of optimization. The criteria function is then printed
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on the output in such a way that the effect of change between two pai rs can
be seen over a range of values. These are termed "parameter maps" and are
indicated in Figures 2 through 16.
Examination of these parameter maps indicates both the difficulty in adapt-
ing some type of automatic calculation scheme and also the great amount of
detail which can be lost by not printing out these maps. This idea has
been used in the paper by O'Connell rt a1. (1970).
The interpretation of these maps and their usefulness in discussing the
improvement of the model will be covered further in this section and in
the next section. If a high degree of correlation exists between two para-
meters, either positive or negative, the parameter map will show a sharp
trough, a mi ni mum obj ecti ve functi on runni ng at a 45° ang1 e ·across the map.
On the other hand, if one parameter has virtually no effect when compared
to effects achieved by variation in the other parameters, it will have a
trough running vertical or horizontal across the map. If the two para-
meters are well related to each other, that is, they have good balance and
neither parameter dominates the other or is extremely correlated with the
other, a well-rounded depression will result around the minimum objective
function. The objective parameter maps also point out rather odd irreg-
ularities in the objective function surface. Several of the fi gures (for
example, Figures 7 and 9) show certain dips, faults, plateaus, and double
optimum points. These configurations probably have some intuitive physical
explanation which will not be exploited at this time. The complete set of
objective functions for the final run, which include the best set of six
parameters on each map, is shown on Figures 2 through 16.
OUTPUT OF THE MODEL
The output of hydrologic models is usually streamflow. The computed values
for the bes t set of pa rameters and the va 1ues as meas ured in th e fi e1dare
shown in Figure 17. There are, of course, a number of other outputs of the
model which are of interest. One is the actual transpiration calculated by
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Figure 7: Map of Objective Function as a Function of Parameters X2 and X3.
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The previ ous secti ons of this report have presented the philosophy, con-
struction and operation of a conceptual watershed model for the Caribou-
Poker Creek watershed. The model should be simple and versatile enough to
be useful for a wide variety of purposes. The project was not intended to
be directed towards a specific aspect of the research watershed, but rather
to develop a generalized model. Specific application will be left to fur-
ther studies and other investi gators. The model was applied to the 1971
summer runoff data; several points of interest emerged. These will now be
discussed to illustrate several features of the model and to open up several
questions which need to be verified by further studies, measurements and
investigations. The remainder of this section will discuss, in turn, the
interpretative analysis of the parameters, comments re1 atin.g to the various
storage volume plots, particularly in regard to groundwater and soil mois-
ture, and several general suggestions for improvement of the model.
As mentioned previously, the dominance of one parameter over another or an
indication of a good balance between pai rs of parameters can be interpreted
from the parameter maps. The parameters are also compared in Table 1.
First, note that the variables Number 1 and 4 are strongly negatively cor-
related. This is to be expected since an increase in infiltration capacity
or a decrease in surface storage before runoff occurs is likely to have about
the same effect. Also, Numbers 3 and 6 are hi gh1y correlated. This again
is to be expected for the same reason. Examining the entire table, we see
that ne·ither 5 or 6 ·dominate the other parameters. This would tend to sug-
gest that 5 and 6 are relatively insensitive to operation of the model and
are possible candidates for exclusion if the model were to be simplified.
This is especially true with Number 5 which is dominated by every other par-
ameter. Number 6 is domi nated by one other parameter and appears to be in
balance with Number 1 and Number 2. If one were to modify the model wi th
the objecti ve of simp1 ifyi ng it, th e groundwater and soi 1 sys tem wou1 d be
a good candidate. Because six parameters are already a rather small number
for such a complex system as a watershed, it does not appear feasible to
combine or readjust any of the other parameters.
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TABLE 1
Xl X2 X3 X4 X5 X6
Xl 1 o 1 o
X2 3 4 2 o
X5 6
Examination of the storage volume versus time for each of the various stor-
age components indicate several features of interest (See Figures 18 through
21).
Table 1 - Indication of dominance of one parameter over another
for all combinations; numeral indicates the dominant
parameter; 0 indicates a good balance; and - indicates





The surface storage and channel storage operate about as expected. The
surface storage shows a very sharp rise during a period of heavy precipi-
tation .and a very quick fall as the water leaves the surface and goes to
the channel storage component. The channel storage shows a more gradual
fall as we might expect from experience with typical recession curves.
The plot of soil moisture storage and groundwater storage versus time indi-
cates some rather unexpected results. During the early part of the record,
they exhibit some fluctuation with time. However, beginning at about Day
30, both storages increase rather dramatically and continue to increase
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Day 8D. Such a dramatic increase seems to be a bit out of order and leads
to suspicion of some disorder in the model. On the other hand, an examin-~
ation of the streamflow indicates that the base flow does seem to rise from
.!, a 1eve1 after the storm at Day 32 to a new hi gher 1eve 1 at Day 60. Examin-
ation of the precipitation record indicates a great deal of precipitation
did occur throughout the summer which probably held down the potential evapo-.
transpiration rate, kept the soil in quite a wet state and led to consid-
erable amount of groundwater recharge. It should be kept in mind, however,
that the soil was prevented from excessively draining into the groundwater
storage register by the fact t~at the groundwater storage has exceeded its
threshold value. These unusual occurrences indicate that further' improvement
of the model might look at the soil-groundwater component combination. This
question illustrates the problem with any modeling effort in which several
arrangements of the model can lead to essentially the same results. The
ultimate answer, of course, is the expansion of the measurement activity
whi ch wou1 d 1ead to' a veri fi cati on or refutati on of the model as it is pre-
sently cons tructed.
In summary then, the surface and channel portion of the model seem to be
operating as might be expected. The soil and groundwater portion seem to
indicate some discrepancy and a need for more study in combination with more
intensive measurements in the field to verify the results indicated by the
model. It seems that the parameters of the model are in fairly good bal-
ance. Several of the parameters do dominate the other parts of the model.
This may be inherent in the makeup of the watershed or it may be merely a
poor indication caused by the particular set,of data for which the model was
operated. This question can be resolved by application of the model to fur-
ther years of runoff data and to perhaps to more intensive measurements on
several sub-areas of the watershed.
Results of this initial modeling development work and application of the
model to 1971 data at Caribou-Poker Creek suggests several points. First,
modeling seems to be a well-founded and useful tool for predicting and
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understanding watershed processes. Second, it leads to several conclusions
which suggest either improvement of the model or further field clarifica- -
tion of several components to either confirm the accuracy of the model or
suggest its change. Third, it must be emphasized that one year of data
wi th three stonns is not fully adequate to demonstrate a six parameter
model. It is strongly urged, therefore, that further investigation be
undertaken to demonstrate and modify the model with further data.
One final word in closing. It has been clearly indicated in several sec-
tions of the report that a modeling activity of a complex natural process
such as a watershed can only be a gross estimation at best. Further, be-
cause of the wide variety of tools and measurements which are avai lable
in various parts of the world, any modeling activity will be largely a
creation of the investigator. It is hoped that the model Which is proposed
here will not be used as the final explanation of the hydrologic processes
at the Caribou-Poker Creek watershed. Rather, it should serve as an im-
. petus to further work, it should cause other investigators to question the
accuracy of the model, to make suggestions for its improvement, either by
expansion of one or more of the components, or to restructure it; or, to
simplify one or more of the components. It should also lead to further
field work which will verify or disprove various aspects of the model. If
the model will accomplish this, the writer feels it will have served its
purpose which is to bring together many diverse disciplines which are nec-
essary to study the watershed and to provide a focus for the diverse field
measurement and analytic efforts.
-38-
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TABLE A-1: Meteorological Data and Observed Runoff.
Date Day Ai r My Water Saturated Solar Re1 ati ve Preci pi- Potenti a1 Observed
Temp. [0] Density Vapor Rildi ati on Humi di ty tation Evapotran- Runoff
[OFJ [g/cm3] Pressure (1 ang1eys/hr] [0] [in/day] spiration [ft 3/sec]
[lb/in 2 ] [in/day]
6/15/71 1 53. 1. 36 0.9995 0.19888 3.35 0.530 .0 .07 11.4
6/16/71 2 56. 1.48 0.9994 0.22188 3.35 0.510 .0 .08 11. 1
6/17/71 3 58. 1. 58 0.9992 0.23849 3.36 0.460 .0 .09 10.9
6/18/71 4 57. 1.54 0.9993 0.23006 3.36 0.500 .01 .08 10.9
6/19/71 5 60. 1. 70 0.9990 0.25618 3.36 0.650 .43 .06 12.5
6/20/71 6 62. 1.80 0.9989 0.27502 3.36 0.670 .02 .06 14.5
6/21/71 7 63. 1.84 0.9987 0.28488 3.36 0.680 .34 .06 14.2
6/22/71 8 67. 2.08 0.9983 0.32750 3.37 0.490 .0 .10 16.6
I 6/23/71 9 72. 2.41 0.9978 0.38856 3.36 0.510 .0 .10 13.3
"" 6/24/71 10 68. 2.14 0.9982 0.33900 3.36 0.240 .0 .15 12.0t\:>., 6/25/71 11 70. 2.27 0.9980 0.36304 3.36 0.240 .0 .15 11.4
6/26/71 12 70. 2.27 0.9980 0.36304 3.36 0.250 .0 .15 11 .0
6/27/71 13 67. 2.08 0.9983 0.32750 3.35 0.370 .0 .12 10.9
6/28/71 14 58. 1.58 0.9992 0.23849 3.35 0.330 .0 .11 10.9
6/29/71 15 48. 1.15 0.9998 0.16517 3.34 0.560 .03 .06 10.6
6/30/71 16 42. 0.96 1.0000 0.13145 3.34 0.700 .11 .03 10.1
7/01/71 17 48. 1.15 0.9998 0.16517 3.32 0.760 .14. .03 10.4
7/02/71 18 52. 1. 30 0.9996 0.19169 3.31 0.810 .06 .02 10.9
7/03/71 19 58. 1.58 0.9992 0.23849 3.30 0.690 .02 .05 10.4
7/04/71 20 56. 1.48 0.9994 0.22188 3.29 0.680 .06 .05 10.1
7/05/71 21 59. 1.64 0.9991 0.24720 3.27 0.710 .05 .05 10.1
7/06/71 22 61. 1. 74 0.9990 0.26545 3.26 0.530 .0 .08 9.6
7/07/71 23 63. 1.84 0.9988 0.28488 3.24 0.560 .01 .08 9.6
7/08/71 24 59. 1.64 0.9991 ·0.24720 3.23 0.670 .0 .05 9.9
7/09/71 25 65. 1.96 0.9985 0.30554 3.21 0.510 .0 .09 9.6
7/10/71 26 66. 2.00 0.9983 0.31636 3.20 0.600 .0 .07 9.6
7/11 /71 27 57. 1. 54 0.9993 0.23006 3.18 0.810 .62 .03 11. 1
7/12/71 28 58. 1.58 0.9992 0.23849 3.16 0.870 .09 .02 22.3
.,
TABLE -A-l (Continued): Meteorological Data and Observed Runoff.
Date Day Ai r My Water Saturated Solar Relative Precipi - Potenti al Observed
Tem1· [0] Density Vapor Radiation Humi dity tati on Evapotran- Runoff[OF [g/cm3] Pressure [langleys/hr] [0] [in/day] spiration- [ft 3/sec]
[lb/in 2 ] [in/day]
7713/71 29 53. 1. 36 0.9994 0.19888 3.15 0.840 .39 .02 24.3
7/14/71 30 44. 1.01 1.0000 0.14194 3.13 0.770 .18 .03 24.6
7/15/71 31 47. 1.12 0.9999 0.15907 3.11 0.680 .02 ;04 20.8
7/16/71 32 54. 1.39 0.9995 0.20630 3.10 0.650 .08 .05 17.2
7/17/71 33 57. 1.54 0.9993 0.23006 3.07 0.600 .04 .06 16.0
7/18/71 34 65. 1.96 0.9985 0.30554 3.06 0.600 .17 .07 14.8
7/19/71 35 62, 1.80 0.9988 0.27502 3.04 0.550 .06 .08 14.8
7/20/71 36 62. 1.80 0.9988 0.27502 3.03 0.620 .18 .07 13.3
b.- 7/21/71 37 52. 1. 30 0.9996 0.19169 ' 3.00 0.600 .01 .06 . 13.6
'"
7/22/71 38 52. 1. 30 0.9996 0.19169 2.97 0.570 .0 .06 13.0
I 7/23/71 39 58. 1. 58 0.9992 0.23849 2.96 0.540 .0 .07 12.8
7/24/71 40 58. 1.58 0.9992 0.23849 2.94 0.570 .02 .07 12.8
7/25/71 41 57. 1.54 0.9993 0.23006 2.92 0.690 .0 .05 12.8
7/26/71 42 57. 1.54 0.9993 0.23006 2.90 0.630 .0 .06 12.5
7/27/71 43 52. 1.30 0.9996 0.19169 2.88 0.680 .45 .05 12.8
7/28/71 44 50. 1.23 0.9997 0.17799 2.85 0.630 .01 .05 14.5
7/29/71 45 50. 1.23 0.9997 0.17799 2.82 0.680 .09 .04 13.9
7/30/71 46 52. 1. 30 0.9996 0.19169 2.80 0.690 .08 .04 13.3
7/31/71 47 51. 1.27 0.9997 0.18473 2.78 0.820 .20 .02 13.6
8/01/71 48 54. 1. 39 0.9995 0.20630 2.75 0.760 .07 .03 13.9
8/02/71 49 50. 1.23 0.9997 0.17799 2.72 -0.750 .17 .03 14.2
8/03/71 50 47. 1. 12 0.9999 0.15907 2.70 0.690 .28 .04 13.9
8/04/71 51 47. 1. 12 0.9999 0.15907 2.68 -0.680 .09 .04 15.7
8/05/71 52 47. 1.12 0.9999 0.15907 2.65 0.700 .0 .04 13.6
8/06/71 53 50. 1.23 0.9997 0.17799 2.62 0.760 .27 .03 - 14.2
8/07/71 54 50. 1.23 0.9997 0.17799 2.60 0.830 .57 .02 18.1
8/08/71 55 51. 1.27 0.9997 0.18!173 2.57 0.830 .81 .• 02 25.6
8/09/71 56 52. 1. 30 0.9996 0.19169 2.55 0.830 .75 .02 44.0
TABLE A-l (Continued): Meteorological Data and Observed Runoff.
-
Date Day Ai r lily Water Saturated Solar Rel ati ve Preci pi- Potenti al Observed
Temp. [0] Density Vapor Radi ati on Humidity tati on Evapotran- Runoff[oF] [g/ cm3] Pressure [1 angl eys/hr] [0] [in/dayJ spiration [ft3/sec ]
[1 b/i n2 ] [in/day]
B/10/71 57 48. .r:T5 0.9998 0.16517 2.50 0.810 .42 .02 37.4
8/11 /71 58 51. 1.27" 0.9997 0.18473 2.48 0.670 .0 .05 29.2
8/12/71 59 54. 1.39 0.9995 0.20630 2.45 0.620 .0 .06 24.6
8/13/71 60 48. 1. 15 0.9998 0.16517 2.42 0.620 .06 .05 23.3
8/14/71 61 44. 1.01 0.9999 0.14194 2.39 0.570 .0 .05 22.3
8/15/71 62 47. 1.12 0.9999 0.15907 2.36 0.570 .0 .06 21. 7
8/16/71 63 53. 1. 36 0.9995 0.19888 2.32 0.570 .0 .06 21.4
8/17/71 64 56. 1.48 0.9994 0.22188 2.29 0.610 .0 .06 20.2
I 8/18/71 65 57. 1.54 0.9993 0.23006 2.27 0.560 .0 .07 19.6
'" 8/19/71 66 54. 1. 39 0.9995 0.20630 2.24 0.760 .15 .03 19.3
'"I 8/20/71 67 43. 0.98 1.0000 0.13660 2.20 0.970 .19 .00 19.6
8/21/71 68 43. 0.98 1.0000 0.13660 2.17 0.920 .0 .01 20.2
8/22/71 69 49. 1.20 0.9997 0.17148 2.14 0.400 .0 .08 19.3
8/23/71 70 52. 1. 30 0.9996 0.19169 2.10 0.790 .58 .03 19.0
8/24/71 71 50. 1.23 0.9997 0.17799 2.07 0.810 .0 .02 16.6
8/25/71 72 49. 1.20 0.9997 0.17148 2.04 0.810 .03 .02 15.4
8/26/71 73 50. 1.23 0.9997 0.17799 2.01 0.810 .0 .02 15.1
8/27/71 74 50. 1.23 0.9997 0.17799 1. 97 0.740 .0 .03 14.2
8/28/71 75 52. 1.30 0.9996 0.19169 1.95 0.650 .0 .05 13.9
8/29/71 76 52. 1. 30 0.9996 0.19169 1.92 0.680 .0 .05 13.6
8/30/71 77 54. 1. 39 0.9995 0.20630 1.89 0.740 .01 .04 13.6
8/31/71 78 46. 1.08 0.9999 0.15317 1.85 0.840 .06 .02 13.6
Note: Wind speed assumed 5 mi/hr each day
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THE FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE CARIBOU-POKER
CREEK RESEARCH WATERSHED MODEL
C-l:
---------.-----
-----_. '-- -._--- --'._-------
PARAMETER MAPPING




n I ~F N<; I nN x I b I , P ( '10 I , F P ( q 0 I ,0190 I , 5 II 0 , I ()) , XX II a I ,QC ALC ( 90 I
n I ~ EN $ I0'1 X~A~E ( 4 ) , YNil ~E ( 31 , T I TL I I 91 , r I TL 2(,;) ; TI TL3 I 9 i , T IT L-'; f4J
n I ~ ENS IllN I I TL ~ I 4 ) , T I r L b 1 41 , TI TL 71 41 , T I TL 8 141 , r I TL q 141 , TI TL A14 I
"I',rc ~S (1INX'iOLD 1~ 1.,I1f ~;GI U 11, E:NA,'I;« 51 ,f~A~E I_ 41,l ~AME I ~ I, TNAMF.!. R1. _
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____ .... t' X12) =FS TOI{=' ,r-6. 4 , 4;(, ~ X(3 ~=F.GRN~~=.'.1Fft.~,4l(f..~ XJ4J.=1.$l)J!t~., .. ,
2Fln.l,'X{S)=TSUIl=',FlO.l,'X{b)=TGRND=·,flO.OII)
t\ =N + 1
r( F- AIJ I 1. (. I t P( T) , !::: P, I ) , QL ~ J. t.= 1 ,l'!) ,_~.
4 fn~\~i:l.T(T4,r6.1,Fd.e.Fg .. ZI
.~ITf13,SI
__..__. __ 5 F1PIMI\TlIIT'40,lr~ET.l}ATA f-O~ THIS RtJ:'J·/TS,·_OhY',19?C,·.,PR,E~J~.r:rI\r.IQL( _
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OIlR ,,,; r~~ GF.NE~ATI!JN O. h "AP \lITH TWO PARAMET;RS, THE OTHER FOUR
Phllh_"I'HMS R(M~II'LFIX_!;ll AL I NIT! AL._VALJJE.S. _
~lNEMAIES ON~ 10 AY 10 PAIAMETER MhP f1F
(K AS THE PARAMETERS I'DICAT~O 8Y II .~D
C
C
C IJIJlJf<L F DLl LOOP FOLLOWS -
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AK=X I KK I 1<0.
Xlll,=XIIII+4. 0 hl
_" XIKQ=XIK""-4. 0 A",
"1<JTEI1,lOII
201 Fn~.AIITlO.·u - VALUES MAPPED ARE IHE SU~ OF THE DIFFERENCE SQUARE
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Xllll=Xllll+Il).'AI
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\-j:lr r ~ ( 1, ') (I I x I I lIt. ( C; ( 'f ,J ) , ':"1 , 1 01
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... .. _._. O:l;5l=2, 19.
XXIL'=XXIL-!)+AK
55 CONTI"UE
....... "~JTt 13, 50) (XXIL) ,L=t,jOI,KK .._.' _ .... _ .......... . _
5' F'J'l~.\TlIf/' ',?7x,10'10.; IIT7D,'XI'oII,')'1
-52-
C-3:
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100 CONTINUE ... i
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CUl ~nllEl SUMPIIUTWE .ITH ~EST ~ALUES OF PARAMETERS FRUM ABOVE •
.' f - -..-------
Wq I Tf I "\, I 71 t XHlllIH ( 1 , 1= 1 "l,)
17 rQ 1l;-\l\T(T40, 'FUU-L PA~.v~~rf-Rl VhlUES'IT4.'X(l)=FlNF=',Fthlt,.4X,
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0117 CAll PlfIT(hl,H,?)






011.', cr,u. flLOTCt't.O,l.5,J.l __ .. _
012'::1 CALL $Y~rH1Lc8.1,3.5,O.07ITITL2.0. ,201
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Ul ~4 CII.I L -f.oIUT(b.?,':).'7,7.)
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01 '\'i (.Al'~ PIIJr(J.6,.,.~J,,?)
rq lCl ioU" h:"\1 1 ,no III T (fL4 (I) t';: t ,4J. _ .__ .~~ . _
Jli.U 801 f·ijLJ..A!\TI'•.').4)
0141 CI\U~ SVW}lll(\).II,5.5-,O .. 14,T-ITL4,O.,16')
01/.? _"_' _.__ ~f A..)( I, -1f" 1) (T I Tl S( I. I 1=1 ,4) ~ ._ ._. _
oI 4 ~ R[All 1 ." Col , I T I , L b I j I • 1=1 • 4 1
0144 Rf")ll.~OIIITlTL7111.r=1.41
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') I 'it. ChLl NLnll(Rf-O. J ,-0 .. ()\.-o. 0, X(1) ,0 ~ ,4) .
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) 1,~ Cflll l'Ill'ol,r'tH (-0.0 ,_f,). ')1 -0. ,), X« 2),0 .. ,4)
'J 1 <;4. C·" I. SY"11".lL' Ooorl ,'I. ':1 ,,0.·('·7, r II L '1,0. ~ 16) . ._. _
115'; CI\Ll NII'·mEil(-O.O,-G .. O,-Q .. ·J,Xf3',O .. ,41
'llSb XI41=XI41/I')0()D~n•
•11 '17 _.._. , CAll SYV,Wll (n.p, 't.o, o.O?, T ITU~,O. r.16 L _
\)t~B rhll Nu~8fK(-O.U,-O.O,-O.O,XI4J,0~,3)
ill,~ XI5'=XCSIIIOOOOOO.
n 1ul') _ .... _, ._ ( .... 1.1. S y:l.'~IJl (0. fl., 1,.4, O. 07, ~ I TL 9, O. t 16 t . _
'IIA) CALI. N~~1~R(-Ooo0,-OooO,-0.0,XI5l,0.. ,3)
016~ )(16l=XI6'llOOOOO'J.
(III'>1 __. C ~ll SY1'lHllLI 0.8,4.2,0.07, r I TL A, O. , 161 . _
:"11/)/. CALL/I<l/i·Wr:R (-0.0 ,-0.(1 ,-~. 0, x(b J ,0. ,:3 J
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01"2 . _ .•__ CALL PI,)T IAI,~.2L. .__. __._. . -'-__. _
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0187 CUL PLonO.. O.,1001
___ .__ .__ .c ._ .. . . . .. -'- _
C
C PLOTTIN& ROUTINE FU' PLOTTING CHANNEL STORAGE FOLLOWS
. .C__._._ . . . _••..__ ..•.__ .. .
C
'lI~q RtAI1II,R20ICVNAMFIII.I=I,bl
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Ol(}] CAll SYHnnlfn.5,3.0,J.14,FN~ME,O.,20)
O?f),:\ CI\lL snl~.OL(O.l:j,2.1,O.l4,FNAME,O.,16.
~02:C/t _~_ .. . __ .CALL_PI-OT(O.,O •• lOO.1 ..~. __ ._~.__ . ...~_._.' .>._.~ .~__• _
C
C
.c__. Pll]HING ~OUflNF.. J'il~ P.LOITli'!.G._.~9H_,!O.!SLU_RL!UQ~~G_EFOLLO.S"- _
C
C
o;'cs . ~ <AIll!.~?h Illl~AMEU) , 1= I, H.__ '--- _
1);'06 CALL PlOTDK
0;'n7 CJ\lL PlCTI().,O ••.l)
,) ;: OU. ... _ .....__ .__ eA LL..A XI SI 0.0 LO. 0, X~A~~ .• =-11, 8_,_. Jl..... Q....1.0.·_•.l_o.....l
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